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Inquiry into Independence of QAO 

In response to your call for sub missions regarding the Committee's review of the independence of 

the Auditor-General I have attached a chapter which I wrote some time ago for a book on 

parliament. This was the result of research in the UK Canada New Zealand and Australia . I also recall 

that I conducted the first Strategic Review of the Queensland Ombudsman's Office and have served 

as the outside member of t he selection panel for the Queensland Auditor-General. 

You will see that I like to think of the parliamentary family of which the Auditor-general is a member 

being an officer of parl iament. 

Parliament itself should, under the democratic principles of the separation of powers , be 

independent of government in all resourcing and appointment matters. Therefore the parliament, 

not the government, should determine the budget of the Auditor-Genera l, as well as the staffing 

complement of the Audit Office. The Auditor-General should be appointed and dismissed only by the 

parliament which should also determ ine his or her contract, which I believe should be permanent, 

though with 5 yearly reviews, and not the current fixed term once-only contract. 

The parliaments with the best arrangements in these respects are in Canada especially Ontario and 

Ottawa, but the UK model is close.I encourage you to examine these. 

I would be happy to appear before the Committee to elaborate on these views. 
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There is no more important power for a parliament to possess than the 
control over its own resources. That power is fundamental to all other 
legislative actions. Yet there is no parliament in Australia which has 
complete control over its fiscal, human and physical resources;· indeed. 
most of them have very limited powers. The explanation for this 
situation lies in the reality of executive dominance of the legislature, so · 
common to Westminster systems of government in the 20th century. 

A distinguishing feature of the Westminster model is that the 
executive (cabinet) is formed from the very same parliamentarians 
whose party commands the House. This causes a blurring of the 
division of powers because the legislative branch is joined to the 
executive branch in the persons of ministers who are, at one and the 
same time, members of the executive (representing the Crown), but also 
members of the parliament (because they are elected to represent a 
constituency). 

This problem is compounded in smaller polities typical of the sub
national level of federations like Australia and Canada. Consider a , ~· 
parliament with eighty members and assume that, on average, some ._,;":'. 
fifty of those members belong to the governing party. The usual ~· ~ 
ministry size is about twenty - so twenty out of the fifty government ... ~ 
members are formally part of the executive. It can safely be assumed, ~'~r: 
given the exigencies of politics, that at least another twenty government . .:~r. 

- ~~ 
302 !I . 

sy.stem. · 
Iii Australia, the question of control of parliament's resources has 

been overlooked until very recently. Most· polemics and analyses have 
focused upon parliament's control (or lack of it) on such executive 
action as public expenditure, delegated legislation, executive ap
pointments, and the public service. This shortcoming has been rectified 
to some extent, however,· by the report in 1981 of the Senate Select 
·committee on Parliament's · Appropriations and Staffing1 (hereafter 
called the Jessop Report), analysis of which is a key element of this 
chapter. It will be argued that the report points to reforms in the right 
direction but is far too conservative to bring about the urgent and 
necessary changes required. It is proposed, in particular, to challenge 
-One of the central propositions of the report:. 

The Select Committee is mindful of the need for an experimental approach 
to be adopted as it can understand a reluctance on the part of the Govern
ment to agree to an immediate total reform. 2 

British history 

British constitutional law and convention. have never resolved the 
question of control over parliamentary staffing and appropriations. 
Although the parliament won important controls over the resources of 
the Crown in the 16th century and later, it failed to distinguish its own 
resources from those of the Crown and ~llowed its own limited for.mal 
requirements to be met by the Treasury. Such appropriations were 
theore~ically open to debate along with the rest of the official estimates, 
but debate never occurred. So the flow of funding, as with all other 
public expenditure, was from taxpayers, after redress of grievances, to 
the Crown, to the Treasury and then appropriated from paymaster to 
parliament. This became formalised into a rule that the Crown alone 
had the right to p~opose a tax; the House was able to reduce it but not 
increase it. Standing Order Number 8 of 1706 was clear: 

This House will receive no petition for any sum relating to public service 
or procee!i upon any motion for a grant or charge upon the public 
revenue ... unless recommended by the Crown. 



. I.t was. thought that if members could vote additio.nal sums of.money they 
would vote thQii to themselves and·their friends .. . To put such a temp
tation- into the hands of a private member who, would have no responsioility 
for ·the general finances of the nation would, it was tho~ght, be ioo 
dangerous. A Chancellor of the Exchequer, having to .answer "foe ·the 
general effect ofhis policies, will be more responsible.3 

Bagehot expressed the same.sentiment in a slightly different way: 

If there were not some check, 'the people's house' would soon outrun the 
people's money. That check is the responsibility of the Cabinet for the 
national finance ... In truth, when a Cabinet is made the sole executive, it 
follows that it must have the sole financial charge, for all action costs 
money, all policy depends on money, and it is in adjusting tlie relative 
goodness of action and policies that the executive is employed. 4 

The position in relation to the staffing of the British houses of 
parliament is considerably more complex especially as it was different 
for the two houses. Some complicating factors were that the moruu;ch . 
appointed some of the parliamentary officials- directly, others ·were 
appointed on the advice of the Speaker or the Lord Chancellor (as 
Speaker of the House of Lords), and yet others were appointed without 
direct reference to the Crown at all. There was also a situation where a 
great deal of parliamentary revenue came from fees charged of 
parliamentarians by the House officials for various services such as the 
drafting of bills. Some other important characteristics include the fact 
that many of the early parliamentary offices were sinecures, the Clerks 
were appointed by the Crown for life, and the staff numbers were small. 
Staffing of some departments of the Commons came directly under the 
Speaker's control, others were under the Clerk, while the Serjeant-at
Arms was actually an officer of the royal household. It is extremely 
important to realise that the greater formalisation of estimates 
procedures in the latter part of the l 9th century resulted in the House 
of Commons gaining some control over the House of Lords amidst · 
three decades of constant complaints from the Commons that the staff 
of the Lords were better off than they. 

Like so many other aspects of British constitutional practice, it was a 
mess but it worked, and no substantial changes were made until the 

· 1970s. By that time it was established that the financial appropriation 
procedure of the parliament was regarded very much like that of a 
normal government department, the employees of parliament were, to 
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all ~ten~s . an.4 . pux:pos~s, civil ~erva~~s ~i.e.; .empl~ye~·~bf:;.tE-~ G~Q'f'n .. ~ ~:, ... ;<..-!li<:rt' .. 

rather~ than parliament), ·and .the manigemeqt-·:of the. fi.scai.a·~a"ifumaa"..... ·"'. ~~-~ :.-',-,~n:.:ii 
resources of the two .. houses ·involved· the heavy liari.d:'of' the .central : ~ . 
go"vernm~~t ~gencies, the Treasury and the.Civil ·service· Depapm~nt" , · • .. ,,,,.:-.,~"""~"'I'" 
(until i~s a~olition in:l 981) although they did negotiate more delicat~l¥-. · • 
·in .this area than was their custom :With the departments ·and mi:ffistr-ies 
of.state. 

On· 2 October 1973 the Speaker of.the House of Commons made a . 
statement in whicP, he expressed disquiet about the staffing ai:ra~ge
ments for the house •which had grown up over a veiy long period and· 
which, he belie_ved;. were 'ill fitted for providing the house with a· 
thoroughly efficient ·and. effective -service'. Two specific concerns were 
the lack' of co-ordination between the five largely independent 
departments of the house, anq the system of making appointments with 
consequent problems -for. career structure and personnel management. 
He invited Sir Edmund Compton (a former Auditor-General and 
Omoudsman) to undertake a r.eview of the administrative services of the 
house, supported by -a team drawn from the Management Services 
Divisions of the Civil Service.Department. Compton's report (hereafter 
called the ·Compton Report) was tabled on l'.1 July 1974.5 On 3 
February 1975, the Speaker ·appointed an: all-party committee of the 
h~use-..to report to · him on the Compton Report. This committee was 
chaired by Mr Arthur Bottomley MP and presented its report (hereafter 
called the Bottomley Report) on 7 August 1975.6 Considerable changes 
have been made fn the light of these reviews. Perhaps the most 
significant has been the creation of the House of Commons Com
mission (described below), following the passing of the House of 
Commons (Administration) Act 1978. 

Thus we now have the benefit of British and Australian reviews, 
together with reformed British and Canadian practices affecting 
parliamentary appropriations and staffing, to guide us in a con
sideration of what seem to be the main principles in this area, most of 
which, have not, as yet, been satisfactorily resolved in any country. 

The presiding officer 

There can be no doubr that a basic cause of the inability of parliaments 
to confront the executive over questions such as their own staffing and 
appropriation is the absence of any individual who will accept 
responsibility for such matters. The obvious choice for such a role is the 
presiding officer of each house who should, in theory, be responsibl~ for 
all matters related to the running of the house. The analogy with the 
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~~!~l~<;ih!v:atent~~f;µt~·minister responsible for thehouse~ ~d .the Cler~~ ·~e .~:~ 
~~~ '.. :eqilivaie:nr:ofpeniianent head. But presiaing officex:s m all W estm.JJ?.~tcr: . f ' 
·~~-~ ~ · . ~systims have, until recently, bc;en most ambivalent ;.bout accepnng • 
.. ~·~. ~< s'Uch.a role. -· '_ ff"' . · It : has . been <3-tremely rare in Aus~a~a, Canada, .or the United 
'~:.•· ;!:,: Kfugdom· for presiding officers of parliaments to answer. for .the 
-;fjt · P.ai:liament as a body, let alone· defend ·it or justify its acti~ns.,Speakers 
~~·~ ·· · of the British Hoµse of Commons and Lord Chancellors m tl:J.e· House· · 
~~'~ . ." -of Lords hav~ very rarely appeared before parliame~tary committees·t9 . ·• 
_.;~.._v'. ·answer questions about the fiscal and personnel administration. of their 
Y,-.,."< · fth d .. fth -•v:: : houses, and in Canada recently much was made o e · eos1on o ·. e 
.::: ;.~ Speaker of the House of Commons tO' appear before a parliamentary 

committee for the first time, especially as sh~ asserted that she w~s not 
going to make a habit of it.- The problem is .even more acute m ~e 
provincial parliaments of Canada and state parliaments of A:us~ali~, 
where most presiding officers are lame-duck MPs who·have fa?en fo~ of 
the parliamentary leaders of thc;ir party, or are regarded ~s unposs1ble 
cabinet material, or ar-e viewed simply as.loyal servants of the govern
ment who can be relied on to keep the house tepid.by ensuring limited 
opportunities to criticise the executive. Such in~viduals are .~dly· 
likely to be prepared to consider themselves as equivalents of IDllllSters 
because they are either actually former ministers fallen from gi:ace, or 
else it has been made clear to them that they will never have a cabinet 
post and should consider themselves lucky to be given a job which they 
will lose if they do not toe the line. One outcome of this situation ha~ 
been the unhealthy practice ofleaders of the house (i.e. a gove!nme~t 
minister), becoming the spokesman for the parliament's administration. 
Some presiding officers have attempted to defend their stance on the 
historical cum constitutional grounds that they are there to represent 
the sovereign in parliament and therefor!! cannot si~e with the 
parliament to the extent of defending it, but that concept is .a f~ cry 
from modem-day reality. 

Compton expressed the view that, whilst the British Speaker 
definitely had control over the accommodation and servi~es of the part 
of Westminster Palace occupied by the Commons, there was doubt 
about the Speaker's authority over the Clerk of the House, although his 
control over other officials was clear.7 Compton's solution was to create 
a unified parliamentary service reporting through the Clerk as Ac- .. 
counting Officer to the Speaker, but strangely he saw no need to change: _ · · 
the then-existing practice whereby the Clerk would still be appointed ·~-'. 
by the Crown on the advice of the prime minister with the Speaker 

we propose tha~, . msofar as authority for directing and controlling the 
services of the.. House-is vested in the Speaker,. this ultimate authority 
sh?uld i emai.ti ... but that the Speaker should be advised and assisted in its 
exercise by a reconstituted House of Commons Commission under his 
Chaiiman_:;hip. 9 

Under' this arrangement" the Speaker and the Leader of the House 
would be the only two ex-officio members of the House of .Commons 
Commiss~on. -BottonileY. had a curious view 9f the role of the Leader of 
the· House who would speak for the government in the commission, for 
the commission in cabinet, ·and for the commission on the floor of the 
House. Successful assumption of such conflicting roles presupposes a 
conjurer's skill at chang4ig hats. Bottomley does make the sensible 
observation that the Chaµcellor of the Exchequer should not be a 
~~b!!r· of the commission, although the reasoning is astounding: 'he 
would find ir difficult to combine that function with his responsibilities 
for examining and 'approving [sic] the House of Commons Vote'_ 10 Such 
a s~tement is·, of course, a sellout of parliament's independence at first 
base, and the playin_g up of the role of the Leader ofth~ House can only 
serve to. diminish the role of Speaker as House spokesman. Nonetheless 
the new House of Commons Commission, with the Speaker as its 
chairman, reflects the.composition recommended by Bottomley. . 

In the Canadian provinces the modem trend has been to place 
financial management of the parliament in the hands of boards or 
committees of the liouse with the Speaker as chairman. Six provinces 
no:w have this arrangement although the powers of the boards vis-a
vis the executive vary considerably. Another ·province, Alberta, 
designates the Speaker alone as responsible for financial management. 11 

In Ottawa the Spe.3ker aii.d four commissioners of internal economy 
oversee th~ financial administration and· control of the house but those 
four .members are '. ministers appointed by the Governor-General in 
Council, so that although· the Speaker is chairman and it is she who 
signs the estimates, there is a dominant executive influence upon her. 

The Jessop Report recognises an C."<tremely limited role for presiding 
officers in parliamentary fiscal and p'ersonnel control. As shall be noted, 
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. . ":!'..;:.'· '.~r~idmg· officer . <;m the house's estimates, and in staffing it is tpe 
~ '.: · ;~ · .Qoverilor-General-in-Council who must approve all recommendations 
~.:.. .. ·.:· ·. from presiding officers. Perhaps tlie most enlightening·-and damni.ilg 
· f"·· e.lement.ofthe Jessop Report is Appendix J which· lists-examples where 

' - ' presiding officeµ have bent to government deinands/requests 1for 
reductions in parliamentary appropriations in various years. 12 

Problems of bicameralism 

The process of detaching the legislature from the executive and giving 
it more control over its own resources creates particular complications 
in a bicameral parliament. The problem has been in evidence in Britain 
since the early l 9th century when the growing ascendancy of 
parliament over the executive in fiscal matters was accompanied by the, 
increasing power of the House of Commons over the resources of the . 
House of Lords to which the Lords and their staff objected. Today ~ · 
Britain the Commons has substantially more control of its resources 
than does the Lords which, formally at least, is still regarded as part of 
the executive's domain in terms of finance and scafiing.13 Since tl).e 
Lord's estimates form part of the government's main estimates this, ipso 
facto, gives the Commons some notional power over the upper house 
(i.e. in addition to its other superior powers on legislation). 

Since all the Canadian provincial parliaments arc unicameral the 
situation does not arise but in Ottawa each House's estimates could be 
debated by the other. The fact that each House, by convention, does not 
alter the other's estimates is more a reflection of the tame nature of the 
Canadian Senate than any altruistic restraint on the part of the House of 
Commons. 

The Jessop Committee seems to have largely ignored this important 
question. It is, in fact, misleading in that it suggests by implication 14 

that the House of Representatives would simply give the Senate's 
estimates a smooth and' uninterrupted passage as their proposed 
Parliamentary Appropriation Bill passed through the lower house. It 
seems remarkably naive, given the antipathy of so many factions 
towards the Australian Senate, to believe that lower house MPs 
(especially ALP members) would not be tempted to debate and cut the 
estimates of the upper house. It is also somewhat misleading for Jessop 
to claim that, if the government of the day is opposed to the 
parliamentary estimates of the Senate, it could move to amend them in 
the committee of the whole stage on the floor of the Senate, 15 because 
this directly confronts the .Senate's powers over money matters which 
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have never been .satisfactoFilf resolved since November l.975~ 1i I.r also 
presupposes governn:i~nt contrel of the Senate. Moreover, it ~akes no 
allow,a~ce for the S.enate beihg a state's house, and .the · politicfil 
repercussions of the stateS ebiecting to the resources of 'theii:' house 
b,eing whittled aw~y by qie. lower house. Quite apart from these aspects 
fundamental questions.arise as to whether the lower house could forever 
block supply.t9 the upperbouse, whether the upper house could go on 
increasing its aHocation at whim, and how to overcome the difficulty 
presented by the fact that so many facilitities of the Australian 
parliamenc are j·oint facilities. 

There is simply no room for equivocation on this issue. Either one 
believes that the sovereignty of parliament is vested in the lower house 
and therefore the lower house can control the resources of the upper 
house, or one views sovereignty as devolving upon both houses which 
may create a deadlock situation with which section 57 of the Australian 
Constitution has dealt so ineffectively. In the latter situation conflict 
between houses over each other's appropriations would, in the final 
analysis, have to be resolved by a double dissolution and then, if 
necessary, a joint sitting. That is one heck of a way to administer a 
parliament. 

The financial appropriation process 

There would be only one kind of parliamentary financial appropriation 
process which would fully satisfy requirements of parliamentary 
sovereignty. Parliament would have to compile, debate, vote, and 
finally oversee expenditure of, its own finances. There are four 
recognised steps in public budgeting - formulapon, authorisation, 
execution, and appraisal. 17 For parliament' s own finances, all of these 
stages would have to be under parliamentary control, with absolutely no 
executive involvement. However, British consti.tutional practice would 
seemingly require taxation, and expenditure, and the flow of funds 
between, to be under the auspices of the Crown. The Crown obtains 
approval from parliament to levy taxes and spend public funds after 
redress of grievances . . Therefore the ideal type of parliamentary 
financial cycle would have to be modified but only to the extent that 
parliament' s funds flowed, nominally at least, through the coffers of the 
Crown. 

No Australian parliament enjoys anything remotely resembling this 
degree of independence. In Canberra and all the states the executive is, 
de facto, in total control of parliament's appropriation, the only con
cession being some. devolution of expenditure authority to designated 
accountable officers after the v.otes have been passed. 



· ·. 
. eanada- (at· pie· national level and in some provinces) and' Britain 

.. ~~c ~. now· maCie reasonable progress towards parliainel!tary in
•'detf~mdcnce'from the executive in fmancial mane.rs. Much ca~usia;m 
is:curicntly being shown in Britain over the new House of Commons 
<::ommission. Th.at commission compiles the estimates for the House of 

· Commons and t!J,e Speaker presents the estimates to the house on behalf 
of the commission. In other words, the estimates are not negotiated with 
the Treasury or the Chancellor of the Exci?-cquer. The scheme -looks 
fine in·theory but there arc some shortcomings. The composition of the 
commission is defined by the House of Commons (Administration) Act · 
1978, and comprises the Speaker (as Chairman) and the Leader of.the 
House of Commons as ex-officio members, a member of.the-House of 
Commons nominated by the Leader of the Opposition, and three other 
members of the House of Commons appointed by the house (none of 
whom can be a minister of the Crown). Contrary to the Jessop com
mittee's impressions, is this can result in a government majority on the 
commission. At any event the Act is silent on the voting process within 
the commission and it seems unlikely that the Speaker would restrict 
himself to merely a casting vote in this situation". The presence of the 
Leader of the House (the only minister on the commission), leaves the 
commission open to informal intimidation by the government. Apart 
from these aspects, the House of Commons Commission still does not 
control all parliamentary expenditwe. Members' salaries, expenses, 
pensions, perquisites and facilities are still controlled by the.Treasury. 
Many MPs regard these aspects as the most important indication.of lack 
of parliamentary control; if the Treasury can control the resources of 
individual MPS, what use is the rest of the paraphernalia? . . 

Another problem is that the commission's estimates, when approved 
by the commission, are published in the.government's supply estimates 
for presentation to the house. This does little to signify parliamentary 
independence, nor does the fact that the house has not, in practice, 
debated its own estimates. To some extent this is an inevitable outcome 
of the woolly thinking ~f the Bottomley Report which, despite its 
advocacy of the creation of the House of Commons Commission, still 
saw a role (not defined) · for the Chancellor of the Exchequer in 
'examining and approving the House of Commons vote' .19 Finally, it 
must be noted that the House of Lords has a quite different 
arrangement for its finances and is much more closely tied to the 
Treasury's apron strings, a fact surprisingly overlooked by the Jessop 
Committee. 

Jessop also displayed a great deal of misplaced enthusiasm over ·the 
Ottawa arrangements for the Speaker and four commissioners of in-

~ . .. .., 

ternal· economy to coµtrol ·the·estimates of the hou~e. The four com
missioners are- a!t ~B~et·•ministcrs and are appointed .by order-in
council - ~ meth~. anatliema to parliamentary control. The cirimates 
are P,repaied -by ·h?}use;~offici3ls . with a careful eye on. executive 
guidelines issued-_fdr .govemment expenditure. The estimates are in
cluded in gc;>~~ent-~tiniatcs., .though it is true that there is a special 
procedure-.fC?r, debating tli~m which gives great power to the Canadian 
House· of CoII191ons-:itself if..it chooses to avail itself of such an op
portunity (wJllch i(rarely does). 

So 0ttawa .:a~d -~ritaili are not ideal examples. The best model 
available-is thar.ofthe province of Ontario in Canada which has a Board 
of Intern~ ~Ecoii~my within' its parliament, which comprises the 
Speaker as chaU:.~an, three cabinet ministers, and one representative of 
each of the tlll:e~ ·party caucuses, and which draws up parliament's 
estimates.20 Tnen a special committee of the legislature is charged 
specifically. with analysis of the estimates of the house and the estimates 
really are debated. Moreover, the response to the debate comes from 
one of the members of the Board oflntemal Economy from each of the 
three .party ·aiucuses, as well as the Speaker. Perhaps the best feature of 
the Ontario solution is that the Board of Internal Economy monitors 
members' personal expenses and sets stan'dards in this area, with no 
executive involvement. Ontario has also gone a long way in centralising 
the internal financial procedures of the house under a Director of 
Administration, and Ottawa ·has developed something similar following 
severe criticisms of the legislature's financial system in a report 
prepared by the Auditor General in 1979 at the invitation of the 
Speaker. 

The Jessop Report correctly deplores the current degree of control 
exerted by the Australian cabinet over the parliament. Jessop argues for 
~ Senate standing comlninee to be known as the Senate Appropriations 
and Staffing Committee with the President as chairman, the Leader of 
the Government in the Senate 'to represent the executive'(!), two other 
government senators, the Leader of the Opposition in the Senate and 
two other senators not being members of the government. This might 
seem harmless if one could accept the neutrality of Senate Presidents, 
but Jessop then wants the estimates of the Senate to go to the Minister 
of Finance for inclusion in a separate parliamentary appropriation bill. 
Then it would be the minister (not the Speaker or President) who 
would introduce the bill in the house. The government can then, ac· 
cording to Jessop, reduce the estimates by amending the bill if it· so 
desires. But in reality the exact reverse is likely to occur - the minister 
of finance would trim the estimates and expect the house to augment 



th~m ·if it could. At least Jessop wants all of the parliament's 
req~irements in the one bill, and also wants the internal ~ces of 
parliament more co-ordinated within the parliament rather than being 

.scattered as at present. It would appear, however, from the draft bill 
included in the Jessop Report that they see the parliament'.s funding 
having to be a >}large on the Consolidated Revenue Fund. They do not, 
remarkably, recommend a single line appropriation for either house -
and yet a single line appropriation is a fundamental element of.financial · 
flexibility already enjoyed by numerous executive agencies. 

The staffing process 

A truly satisfactory parliamentary staffing process would see all the staff 
of parliament designated as employees of the parliament and not of the 
executive. They would be hired, promoted, disciplined, paid, and 
dismissed by the parliament as the employing body, and there would be 
an appeals system for them established by the parliament. The Clerk 
would be the permanent head and the presiding officer would be the 
minister-equivalent. Ideally all parliamentary staff should be paid 
salaries which are superior to those enjoyed in the public service, if only 
to anract the best calibre staff and establish parliamentary supremacy. 
Such an arrangement would require a careful classifica.tion system to 
ensure value for money but, once again, parliament should classify the 
posi.tions, not the executive. Ideally parliamentary staff sl:iould be 
exempt from unionisation in return for a negotiated package of con
ditions of employment which took account of the uniqueness of their 
employment and its demands. 

There is, of course, no parliament in the Westminster system which 
fits this model, but there have been marked changes in this area in the 
past decade. In Britain the situation has always been complicated by the 
fact that a few key parliamentary officials have, by tradition, always 
been appointed by royal prerogative, together with the fact that the 
staffing of the houses of parliament at Westminster evolved gradually in 
fragmented fields across various departments. The Compton Report 
proposed changes to the House of Commons which would have 
produced a much more uniform and co-ordinated staffing pattern 
resembling a government department, (not surprising when it · is 
remembered that Compton was aided by a team from the Civil Service 
Department). 

One of the biggest obstacles to overcome in Britain was a 1970. 
Statement of Principles which said that the complementing, grading 
and pay of the staff employed in the House of Commons offices should · · 
be kept broadly in line with those of the staff in the Home Civil Service, 

, . 
1ogether with the Linkage ,Agreem~nt of 195·4 w:hicl;i ~f5pli~d d~ll 
serviee salary. e!J.anges to ·1ipked House of Commons posts.· Compton 
did little to clar-ify tlie ·e~p!oy.ment status of. staff and seemed content to 
have them re~in civil~~eryants, althoug~ he did advocate appointment 
of most of the staffpy the Speaker. 

Bottomley. found considerable disquiet amongst all staff of the House 
of Commons about Compton's proposals. Bottomley noted: 

Sir Edmund .had )J.nderestimated the 'difference between the requirements 
of the House and ·those of the Civil Service. As one body of witnesses said 
'the function of tlie House of Commons staff is to provide a service to th~ 
House.and-.iis members, not to administer a policy' . . . Unlike a govern
ment depanmenr operating within the unifying framework of ministerial 
responsibility the services of the House relate not to one focal point but to 
several.21 

The Bottomley Report made a most valuable contribution when it 
formulated broad criteria for any successful restructuring of the 
departments of parliament. They were: 

(a) ~t must above all ensure the maintenance and, where necessary, the 
llllprovement of the services - advisory· and practical - provided for 
Members in carrying out their Parliamentary duties. 

(b) Overall control over the servifes of the House must remain with the 
House and its Members. 

( c) The staff of the House of Commons must continue to be recognised as 
a wholly distinct body, with a quite separate function, from the Civil 
Service whose duty is to serve the Executive. 

(d) Any changes made in the present structure of the Departments need to 
have, if they are to succeed, a very broad measure of goodwill amongst 
the staff affected. 

(e) The distinct qualities, special expenise, and unit loyalties within the 
present Depanments should be recognised and used as a source of 
strength within any new organisation. 

(f) ~o ob~tacle m.ust be placed in the way of the Speaker having the 
Immediate advice, when required, of those senior officials whom he 
now consults in problems arising in the day-to-day business of the 
House. 

(g) Any organisational changes made should foster the development of: 
i. co-ordination ofrhe services provided by the several Departments · 

of the House; and 
ii. a unified staffmg policy; 

· and these would require the centralisation of authority, individual or 
corporate, as regards both the services of the House and the em-
ployment ofits staff. · 

(h) Progress towards unification must be gradual, and patterns of future 
development should be as flexible as possible; sudden change could be 
disruptive to the services of the House. 



·· Bottomley proposed that all staff should be formally em.ployed by the 
House of Commc(os Commission in a unified House of Commons 
seivice. The day-to-day operation of the House would be 'in tl;le,hands·.of 
a Board of Management comprising the Clerk of the House.· as 
·chairman and Accounting Officer, and the heads of the four 
parliamentary departments. The commission would be the appeal· body 
for any aggrieved departmental head who disagreed with the Board of 
Management. On the grading of posts, Bottomley argued ·that ~ere was · 
no need to depart from the 1.970 Statement of Principles, linking posts 
in parliament to civil service positions. Recruitment of.senior officials 
would be by the commission and, for other staff, the Board of 
Management. Senior positions, they believed, should be filled by 
appointment from within the service of the House to preserve morale. 
Compton had proposed lowering the retirement age of House of 
Commons staff to sixty to improve career prospects but Bottomley 
found no desire for this amongst the staff, did not believe it would 
improve career prospects, and did not recommend any change. . 

The net result of all these suggested reforms is the provision i_n the · 
House of Commons (Administration) Act 1978, for the Commission-to 
appoint all staff of the House departments and determine their ??um· -
hers, remuneration, and other conditions of service; (exceptions to the · 
above are the Clerk of the House of Commons, any clerk assistant, the 
Serjeant-at-Arms, and the Speaker's personal staff). However, the Act 
places an obligation to keep the classification, pay and pensions of staff 
'broadly in line with those of the Civil Service'. 23 There is no such .., . 
statutory obligation in relation to establishment, numbers or ·~·.: .. 
recruitment, but the presence of the executive· on the House of · '~ · 
Commons Commission will always raise the possibility of executive · , ·:£: 
influence in this respect: For industrial matters, and especially· . ~J.94= · 
redundancy, the commission is deemed to be the 'employer of staff it- .... 
appoints, and the Speaker is tlie employer of the staff he appoints.24 

Space does not permit a full analysis of the position of the House· of 
Lords. Staff of the House of Lords are not nearly as independent as _.,'{j 
those of_ the Commons. At the time of writing, maria~ement revi~ws .... · rro: 
were bemg conducted of the staffing structure of both houses, (1.e . .. ... i" 
independent reviews), and these will produce some changes. It is in-· · ~J . .,. 
teresting to note that professional recruitment to both houses has been ··~ ·:.· 
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, ptefer to-~6f~~strc~$SsfuJ..-;~ .... s_irii11·.n'!:lPlbei have opted.fur the House_ .,._;_. . 
of. Commons.- TJie· "k ofCis;. oit':the·:other hand, has been placed in an , ·:'-';;; ~- · 
inyidiou_~ P.ositio~ ~i,!i::·~cif;~f.:th~~.past fe,;, years because none of the · ' 
successful candiqa~~~:ofilt~~fox: pne Lords:, and the very ·few candidates 
wh:o did n~n;iriat~.::~h~i:;?~i;ds'fail~cfoo pass the test. The Lords has ·been 
force_d· to filt. suc;h~~v:a~#l'~i~s/l:iy Ihe use of what are impolitely ca'Ued 
.'retreads' i.e .. fl:!rf.rier~·.gorqs' ~taff who have retired but who are brought 
back on a short~terb:i:~ontract:oasis. · 

In Canad:i,. thi~J1o~e; of-parliament a~ Ottawa have a considerable 
degree of ind,'e,p~g'dence iri . staffing matters. The only public service 
legislation a~ct4ii. employees of the houses relates to pensions and 
oµier fringe .ent!tl~ments. Financial an,d budgetary limitations are used 
to control -s~aff ;.;ii!!ipbers but ~ven they can be broken by the authority 
of-. the !egi~~filt;~~~its'elf. From the . mid 1970s, reforms occurred in 
Caoaruan-pr.~yiii~es which saw control of parliamentary staffing taken 
away froin ·.t~~ .~ecutive.25 It is worth recalling that public service 
commission$ in .G_anada have ne"'.er enjoyed the breadth of powers 
exercised-.by .Aus~ilian public service boards even in relation to control 
within ~e -C.Xecutive departments. ·For this and other reasons the 
staffm~·of ~~ci.ian parliaments has never been as prominent an issue 
in Canada.' St'aff~.of the Canadian parliaments are not unionised,, (with 
only. mmor ·~c,eptions viz. some staff in Quebec, and Saskatchewan). 
Staff of..the .House of Commons in. Ottawa are employees of the house 
and.'i:herefore are not public servants, a·situation which also applies in 
six of the provinces. In the other provinces, and territories, they are 
public servants. 
, In Australia the parliamentary staffing situation is woeful. There is 
l;l~vy government interference, almost all the staff are public servants, 
and the public service personnel practices are enforced on the 
parliament often to the extent that the relevant public service board 
virtually acts as the staffing agency of the parliament, although there is 
provision in the Commonwealth for determination of special conditions 
of employment to take account of the working circumstances in 
parliament (e.g. parliamentary staff enjoy more generous leave en
titlements than is normal in the public service). The Jessop Committee, 
fortunately, .tackled this problem head on and it forms the strongest part 
of· their report. Jessop abhorred the. degree of interference and control 
by·the Public Service Board over staffing matters in the Commonwealth 
parliament, especially tjie fact that the Board had, at the beliest of the .. 
government, begun to.apply staff ceilings to the parliament, combined 
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.~~~!~~ ..:wijli' Board confrol of the classification of positions. The fact ·ot. the 
'='~.,._,_.;.:;;; :·.:m.at:ter is that the staff of Australian parliaments, national and ·state, are · 
....,.; r/t!': ~ .... 4 ~ 

-~t-~:~· public se:va~ts and therefore officers of the Cr~w~; It is also' the case f.-:·.. tliat all significant elements of personnel pracnce e.g~ appoinonents, 
~;~{ ~. promotion, establishment, cannot be altered by the Speaker or the 
·._;;;.:.· . President of the Senate without executive approval. Jessop was 
...;.~·\:, · _ unequivocal in~tating that the Public Service Board si~ply did not 
;.~;~:: ' have the experuse to oversee the parliament in this way, nor.should' it in 
~ . ..::'· a proper system of the separation of powers. The Public Service Board 

i.'~::.:;.. in response to Jessop's concern seems to be prepared to accept a greater 
~~~...... degree of independence for the parliament for appointments, 
•.· ·· · · promotions, and transfers, but for pay and conditions the Board wanted 

the Speaker and President to be obliged to obtain and consider its 
advice. Jessop comments, quite correctly, that the Public Service Board 
needs a good lesson in the doctrine of separation of powers. The most 
significant aspect is that a shift toward more parliamentary control of 

. staffing at the Commonwealth level would require only minor 
amendments to the Public Service Act 1922. Regrettably, Jessop makes 
no firm pronouncement on the shift for parliamentary staff from being 
public servants to employees of the parliament itself, which is fun
damental to the whole exercise. What they do say, however, has a sweet 
ring to it: 

5. The Select Committee recommends that section 9 of the Public Service 
Act 1922 be amended to vest in the presiding officers, separately or 
jointly as the case may be, the p.ower of appointment, promotion, 
creation, abolition and reclassification of offices, and the aeter
mination ofrates of pay and conditions of service. 26 

Related matters 

The above discussion has centred on the specific issues of staffing and 
financing parliament. There are a number of related matters which 
should also be considered in relation to this topic. They can only be 
mentioned here. One is the question of other so called officers of the 
parliament such as the ·Auditor-General and Ombudsman and the 
relationship which they should have to both the executive and 
legislature. An examination of their financial and staffing processes 
reveals a heavy degree of executive interference in Britain, Australia 
and, to a much lesser degree, Canada. Similarly the matter of control 
over the physical property of parliament reveals considerable executive 
control in the three countries. 27 It should be remembered that the grand 
issues of principle which have been canvassed here assume somewhat 
different perspectives in very small parliaments which often meet very 
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Island; wb'ere·aii'r1;£._g:Zlle· t~ol;t~~i'tt i!ig·~~ssion, the clerk to rbe cabinet · : 
doubles up and-se~es~-as~~J;i.e ~!~~~~9fl-41e parliament . . There is also the .. 
question ofhow_.to~ngle.i~C-fililar{iscal ·and administrative behaviour 
of the politicians iaemselves .. :Siiolild ihe executive be held accountable 
for any such ~~~isb~ikvfe-'Ur . :and _therefore police politicians' ex
penditures; as is ~he ~eas-d}n: mah.y ~uh-national parliaments, or should 
they proceed,ori:'?Id~~t~.h''~s~~ption ·that a parliamentarian must be 
trusted in the · dispensing~of his expenses and allowances? After all, as 
was indicated at·the begiilning·of this chapter, executive interference in 
the running ofp_~p.~rnent was originally petj:>etrated on the theory that 
a member ofp.atlia'[[\eiit could not be trusted with money. 

Finally ther~Js. t·~~. counter to many of the arguments above, and 
revealed fn ~y-:o:wri interviews with staff of parliaments in Britain, 
Canada and Atistra).j.a, that many of the employees of the parliament 
feel more>Seeure .a:s ·p.uolic servants than they feel they would as servants 
of the house. :piis .i,S to some e...xtent caused by the manner in which they 
are treated' by, politicians, the fact that a shift to employment by 
parliament .could necessarily mean a loss of permanent tenure, and the 
beliefthat it would dose off options for transfers into the public service. 
Whilst manY.'.of ~es.e fears are unfounded they are nevertheless real and 
would neea to be-allayed. 

This disclis~i<?il has proceeded within the parameters of the West
minster n:oCi~P,':'·~OS~ of what has been advo01ted is already operating 
successfully.in::the United States and other republican systems. Perhaps 
the explaruiti.o~ lies in the observation made by others that in West· 
minster sys!emS we speak of ' parliaments', the derivation of the word 
meaning ' talking shops', whereas fu other systems they are ' legislatures' 
i.e. law-making bodies. Whatever the cause, the tragic fact is that, in 
Australia, we not only need to make the parliament impinge more on 
the executive, we also have a chronic need to get the executive out of 
parliament. 

Since this chapter was written Mr Ian Sinclair, then Leader of the House, h:!s an
nounced the Government's response to t,he Jessop Report. Speaking in the House of 
Representatives on Thursday 25 March 1982, Mr Sinclair agreed that 'the independence 
of Parliament from Executive control is a central principle of our Constitution which 
must be upheld'. He was, however, equally firm about the constitutional obligations of 
the Government, namely, ' the control of the expenditure of public money', especially as 
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'it is the Government which has the odium of raising the revenue which funds that 
expenditure'. 

In seeking a balance between 'these fundamental principles the Government agreed to a 
new method for funding the Parliament. As from the financial year 1982·83, there will 
be·a 'separate parliamentary appropriation bill which ... will cover all recurrent and 
capital expenditure items currently administered by the parliameniary departments'. 
0 (tailed control over individual items of expenditure will not be required. Instead, the 
Government will 'simply approve overa ll figures ... for each of the Senate, the House of , 
Representatives and, as a group, the three joint departments'. 

. The Government also stated a willingness to 'give control over staff numbers to the 
Presiding Officers'. It did so on condition that the Presiding Office.rs agreed to consul\ 
the Public Service Board before determining staff ceilings for the individual ··, r} 
parliamentary departments, and that the proj~cted ceilings were published in_ advance. ~~ 
The Government also sought an undertaking from the Presiding Officers that they ,( 
would consult with the Board in determining the terms and conditions of employment of, .{1. ' 
parliamentary staff. Such determinations are to be published annually when !he · 
Presiding Officers report to the Parliament. Jn these matte rs the Government was 
concerned that the policies of restraint in the public sector should apply to parliamentary 
staff and that 'any undesirable "leap-frogging" between the parliamentary and executive 
departments should be avoided'. · , 

lri order that the management of parliamentary staff is subject to proper scrutiny ahd ' 
accountability, the Government proposed that 'the Presiding Officers should 'report . ' 
annually to the Parliament on the numbers, classification and disposition ofstalf, as wcl! • "'.• 
as ariy variation in terms and conditions of employment'. Providing these arra.ngcments \ ·: · . 

- arc s~t in place the Government undertook to amend the Public Service Act to vest in the ,.'~ , 
Presiding Officers the power to create, classify and abolish offices, and make ap- · ·' ' 
pointments below the level of permanent head. 

J.R. Ne1htreo1e 
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